Getting Started with Art for Kids
Cultivate lasting creativity for your children through conversation, play, art,
experimentation, and modeling creativity!

How do I make time for art?
Does it feel like your life is already too busy? That adding art activities is just one
more thing on your long to-do list? I believe that you CAN fit art and creativity into
your life in ways that make sense for your family.
Here are a few of my best tips for getting started:

1. Maintain an inviting art space
Set up and maintain an inviting art space for the kids. They can draw, collage, or build
in pockets of time on their own. It’s not as overwhelming as you think; start with a
small art cart or caddy.

2. Fit art to YOUR schedule
Fit art and creativity to your family. Sometimes this means fewer and simpler art
activities with a bigger focus on ways to connect through art. Play drawing games
together or read to your kids while they draw or create.

3. Plan for it
A simple way to plan for art is to set out art invitations! Create simple, creative
invitations for your kids to use at transition points of your day (after school, before
dinner). Use the Weekly Planning Calendar and 5 Simple Art Invitations included to
plan for art invitations throughout your week.

4. Simplify
Declutter, keep meals simple, and minimize activities and commitments. The more
unhurried pockets of time and space that you have, the more possibilities there are
for creativity to bloom.
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How to Use the Planning Calendar
To help you get started planning for art, I created a weekly calendar for you.
Use it as a framework for adding more creativity into your family's life. It will
help you plan out creative activities for the whole week.
For example, you can plan for a joint cooking session one day (with extra
time for experimenting!). Another day, you can schedule a visit to the library
for story time or plan an evening of board games.
Use this planning calendar to intentionally add more art and creativity into
your family’s life. Remember to keep your art planning schedule attainable
and flexible. Sometimes you’ll wing it and sometimes kids will have their
own ideas of what they want—or don’t want—to do. But what gets planned
for and scheduled gets done, so make time and plan for ART!
Let's start now.

Print out a copy of the planning calendar and fill
in creative activities for the week using some of the
ideas on the next page.
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Creative Family Activities
As you plan for family creativity, consider how you can incorporate more art,
creative play, connection, experimenting, and book inspiration into your family’s
life. Here are a few ideas:

Create
Do arts and crafts activities including drawing, painting, sculpture,
printmaking, collage, and more
Set up an art invitation (see the 5 Simple Art Invitations PDF to get started)
Plan an art playdate
Do a family art activity together
Take an art class

Play
Play a creative board or card game such as DiXit or Pictionary
Play an art game such as Back-and-Forth Drawing or Simon Says! Drawing
Encourage or participate in pretend play or active play

Experiment
Do a science experiment together
Experiment with different techniques or materials in art
Take an experimental approach to cooking a recipe
Make up new words to a familiar song

Read
Picture books
Story books
Read aloud during art time
Tell stories
Attend library story time
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PLAN FOR CREATIVITY
Weekly Art Planning Calendar
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Ideas!

Create: draw, collage, sculpt, paint
Play: play dough, blocks, board games
Experiment: cook, build, art, science
Read: picture books, silly stories, read & draw
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